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The IAHC is an AHA-affiliated Arabian horse club and an Associate
Member of WAHO that meets and
conducts business via the Internet,
thus we reach out around the world.
The IAHC is dedicated to bringing
Arabian horse owners and admirers
together from all around the world to
bring forth understanding of the history and attributes of the breed and
international cooperation in the name
of the Arabian horse.

On the web:
http://www.insallah.org

Editor, Lorry Wagner

For the past few months this Newsletter has been featuring
articles and pictures addressing the history of our Arabian
horse breed.

This month, in addition to a continuation of Mary
Gharagozlou’s writings bringing our readers both fact and
historic tales of the Arabian horses of Iran, we are also
visiting another historic event. It seems that more and
more equestrian events are now being reported live on the
Internet. Thus, it seems appropriate to share an historic
event from the 1999 Region 2 of the (then) International Arabian Horse Association.

President:
Penny Wardlaw — 805-968-3581
phwardlaw@aol.com

Vice President
Lorry Wagner — 760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net

Secretary:
Georgine Ryter — 405-603-6819
georginer@msn.com

Treasurer:
Lorry Wagner — 760-377-5579

On page 5 of this issue we are pleased to share a copy of an announcement addressing the very first Arabian Horse Regional Show which was broadcasted live
on the Internet. This announcement appeared in the 1999 Region 2 Championship
Arabian Show program. In the twelve years since that historic event, the world of
technology has made tremendous progress to today’s world of more and more of
these events being available right in one’s home or office or even “on the go” with
the broadband access...Wow! From anywhere in the world the signal can be received and one can watch our Arabian horses in competition.

lorry@ridgenet.net

Web Mgr./Web News Editor:
Lorry Wagner — 760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net

NOTE: For international calls to the
United States, dial USA country code 1
plus the telephone number listed
above .

We are pleased to share so much history since that very history has brought us to
where we are today and learning of and understanding that history is very important to many decisions we make today. As that old cliché` goes “history always
repeats itself.” Thus, if we are aware of the history of our Arabian horse, we can
continue with the positive and discard the negative mistakes for the future best interest and preservation of the Arabian Horse Breed..
Lorry Wagner
Editor

See Page 5
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Georgine Ryter, Secretary
Minutes of and Treasury
Report for July, 2011, were
declared as accepted.
To see the July and past
minutes of Insallah AHC please visit
http://www.insallah.org
and click on the “IAHC File Room” button at the bottom of the page.
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Contact Information:
Lorry Wagner, 8222 Athel Street
Inyokern, CA 93527
760-377-5579
lorry@ridgenet.net

See page 6

IAHC Members, please remember to submit your news
of competition wins, new
foals, fun trail rides, etc. and
share with all our members
and friends! around the

Lorry Wagner , Manager
Our monthly eBay auctions are temporarily suspended.
Check our website for links and/or information on reinstatement of these auctions
.
http://www.insallah.org

Unique Shot Glass
Featuring banner “Arabian
Horse, of Course”
Item No. 517099404

Because of the unusually heavy snows
this year, in the interest of rider and horse
safety, the Tevis ride date has been
changed to October 8.
Time and effort has been expended to try
to find an alternate route. Unfortunately
the snow impact and high-river flow has
basically blocked that effort. A ride Director, Chuck Stalley, indicated “we literally didn’t even have a safe and adequate
alternate rout six weeks before the Tevis.”
The snow level, amount of trees down on
the trail and road disrepair among some of
the problems made it apparent that the
only correct conclusion was to change the
date.
Excerpt from the Georgetown Gazette
newspaper, “Since 1955 the Tevis Ride
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For more information, visit the web
site:
http://www.TevisCup.org

Tevis Cup 100-mile Ride
Date Changed
The Western States Trail Foundation
Board has unanimously decided to change
the Tevis Cup Ride date from July 16 to
October 8, 2011.

See page 5

has been known worldwide for its
history and tradition. By moving the
date, riders can enjoy the “traditional”
trail route that offers them the thrill of
looking over their shoulders at Lake
Tahoe as the sun comes up, the experience of conquering Cougar Rock and
the comfort of seeing their crews as
they trot into Robinson Flat. If the
ride date had not been change, none of
those unique moments would have
happened.”
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Lorry Wagner, Contact
See front page, bottom left
column for Club meeting
dates. See last page of this
Newsletter for upcoming
shows, racing and events.
IAHC Members may list
any Arabian horse events they are holding
here in this space. Send information to
Lorry Wagner, contact information available 1st column, Index .

http://www.cafepress.com/insallahahc
IAHC has established a Café Press Store where many items are available decorated with the artwork of some of our members and other
artists with whom we have been licensed or received permission to use their art. The small commission we received on each item sold
is one of the very few ways in which this Club can raise funds to support our agendas for the Arabian horse world-wide.
We have provided “special” items for the Region 2 Sport Horse & Dressage Championships and for the AHA Sport Horse National.
We can also use your own art and/or logo, put in the script you wish and you will have something uniquely yours.
Below, are examples of items that are available. The iPhone 3G Hard Case comes only in white, the iPad Case comes in black, blue,
pink, green or white and the iPad 5-in-1 case comes in black, white or metallic bronze. Please peruse our store and check out the
many different items for gifts, yourself or your Club’s special occasion or activity.

Contact Lorry Wagner
(lorry@ridgenet.net) for
customizing any item. We can
put your picture on any item
by special request!

Both Oil Paintings by
Sharlene LindskogOsorio

iPhone 3G Hard Case
Item No. 517099408
Featuring “The
Conqueror”

iPad Case
Item No. 517099407
Featuring
“The Conqueror”

iPad, 5 in 1 Case
Item No. 517099406
Featuring
“The 4 Horses of Apoca-

Link to Store: http://www.cafepress.com/insallahahc

We can now personalize any item in our store with your picture. We do reserve the
right to reject any inappropriate picture or text. Pictures submitted must provide photographer’s identification. We can also put any of our pictures on any item you wish.
Just take a look at our products and send us the item No. where picture appears and
Item No. on which you wish it to be placed. Put on your creative cap and let’s put
something very special together for you.!
Stadium blanket with this picture on both sides. Snuggle up to a good book while you snuggle under this super-soft Throw Blanket. Perfect for the couch, the car or
an evening ball game, this cozy stadium blanket keeps
you toasty. A generous 50" x 60", depending on who's
asking, it might even be big enough share (wink wink).
We can put your picture on this blanket!

•
•
•
•

100% soft, warm polyester fleece
50" x 60"
Ink won't run, fade or distress
Machine washable
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Item No. 545505762
Click above direct link to this blanket
Or go to
http://www.cafepress.com and search
for the above product number.
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Arabian Horse Association, USA

The following also appears on the AHA website.

http://www.arabianhorses.org

New Address for AHA Judges’
Commissioner
The Judges & Stewards Commissioner's Office
will be closing their Post Office Box 440949,
Aurora, CO 80044 and changing their mailing
address to AHA’s main address as of June 30,
2011. For all future mailings to Stan Morey and
the Judges & Stewards Commissioner's Office
staff, please use Judges & Stewards Commissioner's Office, 10805 E. Bethany Drive,
Aurora, CO 80014-2605. Please mark on your
envelope personal or confidential if the contents
are of that nature.

Lorry Wagner, Chair
Just a reminder to be sure
you renew before you
membership expires. Contact lorry@ridgenet.net if
you are unsure of your expiration date.
The membership can be
renewed directly from our own Insallah
web site now, via PayPal:
http://www.insallah.org
Scroll down and click on the
“Membership Appl” button at the bottom
of the page.

Region 2, IAHA (now AHA)
produces the first live results
of a Regional Show on the
Internet!
See page 5 for the historic
announcement that appeared in the
1999 Region 2
Show Program!

BREAKING NEWS...Canadian National
Show!
The Canadian National Show Commission has
listened to exhibitor's requests and has extended
the deadline for entries without a post entry fee.
Come be a part of the "New Beginning" at the
Keystone Centre facility in our host city, Brandon, Manitoba! This facility caters to the horse
enthusiast with 2 indoor show arenas, great
footing, schooling rings, stalls, and on site hotel
under one roof. All of which is located within
walking distance of restaurants and shopping.
This is an excellent chance for trainers to fill an
open
stall
on
their
trailer.
During this extended period, horses must be
entered online and will not appear in the Canadian National Show Program. In addition, these
entries will not be eligible for the free stall
drawing. Entries can be made starting July 20th
and up to 12 midnight mountain time on July
29th. New for 2011 we will be awarding a full
Top Ten as approved by the convention delegates.

Compare the hind-leg position of the above
horse, Farag (Morafic x Bint Kateefa)
Photo by B. Braun

To the below reproduction of an old painting...Albrecht Adam. Konig Wilhelm v.

If you have a qualified horse, for any questions,
please call the AHA home office at (303) 6964500 ext. 4
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Oil Painting of one of the Insallah eBay Auction
winner’s horse of choice. This painting was
done by the world-famous artist,
Kathleen Chism!

The below announcement appeared in the Show Program for the 1999 Region 2 Pre– and
Championship Show!
Region 2 Show Results

“on the Net”
A PACKAGE IS OFFERED THAT IS A FIRST!!!!!!
Site Address: http://region2.arabshow.com

S

tacey Mayer is on site here at the show!
ee her to sign up immediately!

The 1999 Region 2 Pre- and Championship Shows will have results posted on the net as quickly as the classes are judged. You can become
a part of this new phenomenon! Following is a list of PARTICIPATING opportunities for your consideration. Remember, Folks! People
from all over the world will tune in. Nowhere else can you get this kind of exposure. This site “averages” over 1 1/2 million page views
every month!
The following ads and links will be in effect for 1 year until the 2000 Region 2 Show. The banner ads will generate a report for you recording how many visits each banner receives, on what page your banner appeared, etc. All ads or hot-linked names will link to your
home page (or any site you choose)—again for the entire next year until the next Region 2 Show.
BANNER ADS-ROTATING: $500.00 buys a constantly-rotating banner ad
BANNER ADS-STATIONARY: $1000.00 buys a stationary banner ad on the feature pages
BLOCK AD-NO GRAPHICS: $100.00 buys a small ad, equivalent to sponsoring a class
LINK-LINE: $100.00 per name of horse, owner, farm, trainer, etc., will be a hot-link in blue
WINNER’S LINK: $100.00 will hot-link your winning horse to its picture
JOIN THE REGION 2 TOUR SITE
A $75.00, one-time-creation charge and a $100.00 per year fee will create your very own Region 2 web page. This site will include links to “points
of interest” in your area, lodging, restaurants, etc. You will be on a Region 2 site map where a “click” will bring visitors from around the world to
your page. When the world comes to our Region 2 site, they will be fully informed of what is available to enhance their visit to your ranch, farm,
training barn, etc. You can invite the world to enjoy your area in addition to making it very easy and comfortable for them to plan their visit.
SEARCH CAPABILITIES OF THIS SITE
The search capabilities of this site’s data base are limitless. Visitors will be able to search results by:
Class Number (results by each class)
Divisions (for example, all English classes, all western classes, etc.)
Horse’s Entry No. (will show all classes in which the horse is entered in this show)
And many more.
This site provides the widest or narrowest search for which anyone could wish. Navigation will be very easy from the “Front Page”
JOIN US! Be among the first to participate in the “future” phenomenon of instant, world-wide communication! Advertise globally and reach
around the world!

FOR OUR EXHIBITORS ‘
CONVENIENCE
The Region 2 Site will send and receive e-mail
messages for show
exhibitors

Contact: AWhitehorse Grafix Co., Stacey Mayer
*P.O. Box 825
*Darrington, WA 98251
*ssmayer@hotmail.com
During the show *temporary) call and leave a message: (805) 967-7540
Or fax (805) 964-4585

*PLEASE NOTE: The above is no longer a valid mailing or e-mail address. Go to:
http://www.awhitehorse.com
for current information on the original website which produced the above “Historic Internet First”.
IAHC Newsletter, July, 2011
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By Mary Gharagozlou
Part 4
(Parts 1, 2 and 3 available in the
IAHC April, May & June Newsletters)

Concerning the Saglawieh
The first, again, a personal experience.
The Asil of my husband, Majid Bakhtiar, were inherited from his father, a great lover of the breed, who inherited from his uncle, and so backwards to Mohammad Taghi Khan, whose horses were mentioned by Lady
Blunt on her passage through Persia as “the famous stud of Mohammad
Tagh Khan,” whom she visited at the fort of Ab-Bid, winder quarters of the
Bakhtiari Khans. The horses had already departed for their summer quarters,
so she was unable to see them.
The strains inherited by Majid were the Wadnan Khersan, Obayan Sharak
and Hamdani. He, himself, obtained a Nesmani mare from a cousin and put
an Obaya mare in partnership with a Djelfe mare with Sayed Askari, who
had obtained them from owners famous for the, the Sayeds of Tefagh. However, as the French say “Appetite comes with eating.” Majid had put me in
charge of the stables and I had become greedy for a collection of strains.
One of them...the Saglawi.

Mary Gharagozlou riding a favorite Arabian

Our mechanized farm was situated in an area inhabited on all sides by Arabs. Among the, some tribes with
strains of repute such as the Al Kassir and their Hamdani. On our eastern border lived the Anafejeh and
Hoveishi. Anafejeh with Obaye and Djeife, Hoveishi with Saglawi. The chief of the Hoveishi, Sheikh Salman, had a bay Saglawieh who was often spoken of. We went to see her with the intention of adding her to
our collection. She did not look typically Saglawi, or at least as described by Sheikh Hajat of the Al Kassir,
for she lacked the good looks expected by this strain. She was quite tall, very muscular, lean body, neck
longer than expected of the Saglawi, not as well shaped head and eyes, but did have a fine sloping shoulder
and depth of girth...a characteristic I found myself appreciating more and more. However, no matter how
Majid maneuvered, offering a jeep in place of the mare, any type of armament he was interested in, planting
crops for him, etc., Sheikh Salman politely refused. Finally, like the fox with the grapes he could not reach,
therefore decided they were sour, we consoled each other by deciding she was not a good representative of
her strain.
It was some months later that driving back from the fields (the farm was some 8000 hectares) I noticed a
rider galloping full speed in the plain. The thing that arrested my attention was that he was not moving in a
straight line, but circling, zigzagging, turning back on his own tracks, all of this at full speed. I drove towards the rider, completely puzzled. It was then that I saw there was a gazelle running in front of the horse,
which by now I recognized as the bay Saglawieh mounted by Sheikh Salman. Some distance away I stopped
IAHC Newsletter, July, 2011
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to watch the finale` to this chase.
Eventually the gazelle, exhausted, lay down beneath a bush, Sheikh Salman descended and cut its throat.
Cruel, it would seem, but in reality no more cruel than other hunting. When I drove up to him he smiled saying “Now do you understand why I cannot part with this mare? She is fantastic. I have owned and seen
many horses but only one of a hundred can do what she can do. For this reason, though she will shortly be
ten, I have not bred her and will wait a few more years.
Saglawi Narrative 2
Egypt, he never paid for them but took them by force. He comes on an official visit to Khuzestan. On his
way to the town of Shushtar where he is to inspect the fortifications of the castle of Salasel he notices an
Arab riding a mare that catches his fancy. He tells the officials accompanying him to see that the mare is
brought to him.
The owner was a member of the Al Kassir tribe, young and not particularly well known. The officials had
felt embarrassed at stopping the rider there and then, so promised they would contact him and convey the
Prince’s pleasure as the Prince was apparently considering the owner should feel honored that his mare had
found favor. When finally the envoys succeeded in locating the Al Kassir, who for convenience shall be
called Jassem, they found he felt no such thing. He answered “Tell the Prince I congratulate him for his
good taste, but, as for the mare, she is ‘mobarak’ to her owners” (This is a difficult word to translate. It is a
mixture of welcome, congratulation and well fitted. It is used for newly weds, a new house, something fine
someone owns, and, in the text used here, it means the person has no intention to part with it.” The officials
were put into a very difficult position. The Prince would leave, but they would stay. If they used force they
would later have trouble with the Al Kassir tribe. If they failed to get the mare for Zelleh sultan, they would
encore the wrath of the Prince.
They decided somehow to deter him from requesting the mare. They told the Prince a long, sad story of how
this mare was all the young man owned. That he was shortly to be married and if he lost the mare he would
be refused his bride. None of this had any effect on Zelleh Soltan, except to make him more determined to
have the mare.
Jassem was approached again. Again his answer was the same, worded less politely. Again they tried to dissuade Zelleh Soltan, but to no avail. The third time they threatened Jassem. Jassem lost his temper, calling
Zeleh Soltan the son of a loose woman, born under a bush, the son of a “burnt father,” and other insults suitable to the occasion adding for good measure appropriate curses. There were many witnesses to his tirade
and it was duly reported with embellishments to the prince. This time military men were sent to arrest Jassem. His mare was brought with him and he was taken to the Salasel Fort, an impressive construction with a
moat that was raised above the city with two cannon guarding its gates.
The mare was taken to a large courtyard where the mounts of Zelleh Soltan’s reninue were tethered. Jassem
was taken to an underground room where he was put in irons which were attached by a chain. “You are a
stupid idiot to risk your life just for a horse! Zelleh Soltan is the grandson of the King and has an official
title in the army. You, you fool, have insulted both. You will not get out of this easily” said the guard, shaking his head as he closed the door leaving Jassem in darkness.
Toward evening he was taken up a long cobbled path to the pavilion which was the residence of visiting important personages. The pavilion stood close to the edge of the sheer cliff wall that dropped straight down
into the swirling waters of the Karoun River. The situation had been chosen as there was no possibility of
IAHC Newsletter, July, 2011
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ascent, therefore was safe and not in need of guarding. A large area in front of the building was paved with
big flagstones. The Prince, dressed in a colorful coat, was striding back and forth before the pavilion.
When Jassem was brought before him he looked him over coldly and said “You are a foolhardy, uncouth
lout. You have insulted the royal crown and for that punishment is death. Afterwards your body shall
hang where it can be seen as a lesson to others who are as barbaric as yourself.”
Jassem hung his head and uttered not a word. “I see you are dumb now. It would have been better for you
if you had been so sooner. Tell me, I would like to know...what was so precious about your mare that it
has brought you to this pass? What is so special about her that you did not feel honored to present her to a
prince of royal blood? After all, she is not a rare gem but simply a yaboo.” “Yaboo,” meaning a horse of
no breed aroused Jaseem. He raised his head and with as much control as he could muster replied “Sir, she
is no yaboo. She is an Asil Saglawieh and her strain has been in my family since my fifth ancestor, maybe
even longer. To me and my family she is worth more than any amount of jewels. Maybe to your Excellency she is only another horse.”
This time Zelleh Soltan hung his head, but when he looked up there was no relenting in his look.
“Tomorrow, at the call of the muezzin you will be hung. However, in accordance with the law of Islam I
shall grant you one last request. What shall it be?” Jaseem hesitated only slightly then replied “allow my
mare to be brought here now and let me mount her one more time. If you allow to bring my abah, so I am
not naked.” “Granted,” said the Prince, gesturing to one of the attendants, “bring her.”
The flea-bitten Saglawieh mare was led up the cobbled path. The surroundings and man leading being unfamiliar, she was snorting and prancing as she came with her tail turned over on her coup. She had a new
blanket and halter on her, the smell of which she did not like. On seeing Jassem she whinnied in recognition. She was brought before the Prince who nodded his head towards Jassem. Jassem too her halter of
rope, threw the Abah over his shoulders and muttering a “Besmallah a-rahman-a-rahim” (invoking the
blessings of God) he tied the two back ends of her blanket across her back and vaulted up. He turned her
and cantered to the far side of the paved court then cantered back. He cantered several times in a circle
then again to the furtherest part of the court and stopped her. She stood still, but quivering, her ears
pointed back expectantly. Suddenly, with a cry of “Ya Allah” (calling for the help of God), he dug his
heels into her and took off from a halt to a full gallop straight at the sheer drop to the river. The Prince and
attendants scattered out of his way. The mare reached the edge, could no longer stop herself and leapt off
the cliff. Immediately the Prince and retinue rushed to the precipice not knowing what to expect. What
they saw enraged Zelleh Soltan. The horse and rider were safely swimming in the river. Only the Abah
was displaced and that was hanging on the tail of the mare.
“Shoot! Shoot!” Zelleh Soltan commanded. They shot but either by chance or on purpose neither the mare
nor Jassem were hit. The sun suddenly descended as is its habit in the heat of Khuzestan. Men were sent
after Jassem, but they could not find him...not then and not later! It is said that he crossed the border and
joined relatives there.
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We welcome your comments on anything
appearing in this newsletter or anything
pertaining to our Arabian horses. Send to
Lorry Wagner, Editor, address on page 2,
bottom of index column.

Picture taken out of bus window on the road to
see Arabian horses bred in the Bedouin tradition in Bahrain, WAHO 1998
Conference

Reports on the

Let us know how
you like this
electronic
Newsletter!

1988, (Bahrain)
2000 (Australia)
2002 (Istanbul, Turkey)
2004 (Warsaw, Poland)
2007 (Damascus, Syria)
2009 (Muscat, Oman)
WAHO Conferences and are available
on the Insallah AHC website. The
1998, 2002 & 2004 reports were written
by Lorry Wagner who attended as a
Delegate from the USA and attendee for
2000. The 2007 report is by MarieLouis van Wyke of Johrhemar Arabians, South Africa and the 2009 report is
by Liz Salmon of the USA.

HORSE TRAINING BEGINNING
TO ADVANCED
* Starting young horses in the ancient manner!
* Advancing Adult horses or green
broke into various disciplines!
* Correcting crookedness, and
re-establishing balance!
CONTACT: LOS ACRES,
terrycpolk@gmail.com
www.losacres.com
Terry Polk and *Joao SerraCoelho
at 209-986-7275
This service is free of charge for IAHC
Members and is available at a cost of $0.15
per word to others. Ad material must be
Arabian-horse related. IAHC reserves the
right to reject any submission for reasons of
being too long and/or inappropriate.

Contact: lorry@ridgenet.net
NOTE: Information submission for this
page must be appropriate for the subject of
the Arabian Horse and must be approved
by this Newsletter’s Editor.

http://www.insallah.org/WAHO.html

Attention IAHC
Members! Send Your
News & Share!
Please contact Lorry (contact information, page 2 in the “Index” block,
top left-hand column) for any comments or news from members of
your horses, activities, new foals
etc. that you would like to share. In
addition, we welcome news and
reports on events around the world.
All information must be Arabian
horse related. Insallah does reserve
the right to select (upon your approval) appropriate input you have
submitted and limit same due to
space limitations.
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These reports are .pdf files, with color
photos and downloadable.
Adobe
Reader program is needed. The link to
download the Adobe Reader program is
on the above web site page.

New Item and New Art
Thermos Can Cooler, Item No. 545505763
Click on above number to go directly to this
item.
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Our host site is
AWhitehorse.com
owned by Insallah
Member
Stacey
Mayer. Stacey donates the hosting of
our web pages. Stacey is also a
fabulous artist, specializing in
equine art. The above is an example
of Stacey’s wonderful work!
For more information about this
wonderful equine artist, visit her
web page:
http://stacey-mayer.fineartamerica.com/

Calendar

of

Events

INTERNATIONAL EVENTS
2010 INTERNATIONAL SHOWS: For the ECAHO 2010 list of shows go to the following web site: http://www.ecaho.org/
WAHO CONFERENCES: 2011 WAHO Conference: This Conference will be held in Doha, Qatar, November 1
through 7, 2011. Post Conference tour options start November 8 through 10. Hosted at the Qatar Race & Equestrian
Club, the main hotel will be the Ritz Carlton Hotel in Doha. For more information and updates, contact Hannie
Maasdijk, WAHO Qatar 2011 Conference Office, P.O. Box 7559, Doha, State of Qatar; FAX/telephone: +974-44810179; Email: wahoconferenceqatar2011@gmail.com; or click on the following link or paste it in your browser:
http://www.wahoqatar2011.com
or
http://www.waho.org/WAHO-2011-Conference.html

U.S.A EVENTS

All U.S.A. shows are conducted under USEF Rules which can be found at http://www.USEF.org
ARABIAN HORSE ASSOCIATION (AHA):
July 23-30, Youth Nationals, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA, Contact AHA 303-696-4500, http://www.arabianhorses.org
August 5-6, AHA Board Meeting, Aurora, Colorado
August 15-20, Canadian Nationals , Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada, Contact AHA, 303-696-4500, http://
www.arabianhorses.org
September 28-October 2, Sport Horse Nationals, Kentucky Horse Park Lexington, KY, Contact AHA, (303) 696-4500
(303) 696-4599 fax, http://www.arabianhorses.org
October 21-29, U.S. Nationals , Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA, Contact AHA, 303-696-4500, http://www.arabianhorses.org
November 16, AHA Board Meeting, AHA Convention, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Vancouver, Canada
November 17-19, AHA 2011 Convention, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Vancouver, Canada, Contact AHA, 303-696-4500,
http://www.arabianhorses.org
REGION 2, AHA EVENTS AND MEETINGS:
August 27, Region 2 Delegates’ Meetings, for further information contact Region 2 Secretary Vicky Rich ,
VR10531@aol.com
INSALLAH ARABIAN HORSE CLUB MEETINGS:
See front page, lower left column for upcoming dates.
COMPETITIVE TRAIL RIDES:
October 8-9, Romona RAHA Rally, Elfin Forest Recreational Reservoir, California, USA, Contact Bob Insko, 760-789-1977,
rminsko@gmail.com...There is a limit of 100
November 5-6, Santa Ynez Valley AHA Sage Hill Ride, Santa Ynez Mountains, California, USA, Contact Anne Plucey,
805-688-2912, trail.ryder2@verizon.net … No limit
ENDURANCE RIDES:
September 10, Big Bear Ride, 55/100 miles, San Bernardino National Forest, California, USA,
IAHC Newsletter July, 2011
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Continued on next page

Calendar

of

Events

Contact K. S. Swigart, katswig@att.net , 20-rider limit
OTHER EVENTS AND MEETINGS:
June 23-24, Pacific Coast Arabian Sport Horse Classic, Elk Grove, California, USA, Contact Kelly Wilson, 530-383-4935, for
more information go to http://www.cnasha.org
ARABIAN RACING at Los Alamitos:
For specific dates go to the ARAC website at www.arac.org or contact the ARAC office, 714-820-2817

IAHC encourages our members and friends to send us information for events taking place around
the world.
Email Information to: Lorry Wagner
(more contact information, page 2, left column)

Stacey Mayer

THE ARABIAN HORSE—A PROUD PAST
Centuries ago, when the desert wind and sun were harsher than can be imagined and life was almost impossible, the nomadic Bedouins of ancient Arabia turned to their horses for survival. Because of this, the horse was a highly valued member of the family. Upon
reaching water, the horse drank first and when night fell the horse rested in on the choicest location inside the family tent.
When breeding their horses, the Bedouins paid close attention to the heart and endurance of their mounts. They wanted a horse with
the ability to cover miles in the hot desert, the physical characteristic to make travel in the sands as easy as possible and the heart to
do whatever it took to answer his master’s demands. This remarkable horse is known today as the Arabian!
As the swift, sure-footed Arabians became know throughout the world, many countries selected the Arabian as foundation stock for
their own breeds. England’s Thoroughbred was one such breed. The three foundation sires for the Thoroughbred were all pureblooded Arabian horses known for their speed. Other breeds that trace back to pure Arabian stock include France’s Percheron,
America’s Morgan and Russia’s Orloff Trotter.
The horse breeders of these countries selected the Arabian for his outstanding characteristics as well as his beauty. His finely chiseled head has width between the eyes, allowing for larger brain capacity. A deep chest allows more room for a large heart and lungs.
His conformation, stamina and agility, paired with his sharp intelligence, make the Arabian the perfect horse for a wide variety of
uses.
Today’s Arabians and their proud owners can be found participating in practically every imaginable horse activity. From the dressage arena to working cattle on the open range, the Arabian performs with the same strength and grace for which he was bred so
many years ago. In the United States, as well as in numerous other countries, Arabians are found on the race track, in competitive
trail and endurance rides, in the show ring, carriage driving, cutting cattle...whatever you can think of for a horse to do, you will find
an Arabian horse doing it. And the Arabian’s great physical ability and beauty make him stand out in any crowd!
The Arabian horse’s classic beauty and intelligent nature are the perfect combination for both the beginning horse owner and the
experienced professional In addition, his character allows the Arabian to be more than a horse—he is a friend!
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